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1 IntrodutionAimsWidespread adoption of parallel omputing depends on the availability of improvedsoftware environments. An essential omponent of these environments will be high-level languages. Several languages for exploiting data-parallelism (or task-parallelism)have been developed, or are under development. The stated goal of this projet hasbeen to provide a publi domain infrastruture for runtime support of these high-levellanguages. The targetted languages inlude parallel versions of Fortran and C++,but our intention has been to provide uniform runtime support for many sourelanguages[41℄.The ative partiipants in the projet inludeSyrause University, oordinating the projet and responsible for developmentof a major ontribution to the runtime (emphasisizing regular ommuniationpatterns and olletive omputation operations) and demonstration of an ex-perimental HPF translator exploiting the runtime.University of Maryland, responsible for runtime support, espeially for irregulararray mappings and ommuniation patterns, and authors of the METACHAOSpakage for interfaing between the various runtime omponents developed inthe projet.Indiana University, ontributing the Tulip runtime of pC++, the data-parallelomponent of the HPC++ onsortium.University of Rohester, investigating the utility of the new runtime systems fordistributed shared-memory arhitetures.University of Texas, Austin, developing the DAGH system for adaptive gridproblems.Cooperating Systems, providing help in software quality assurane and doumen-tation.University of Florida, providing advaned algorithms for olletive omputationsoperations suh as the ombining satter operation.Rie University, studying ompiler requirements.The original proposal identied eight major areas of development: ommon odeand data desriptors, address translation mehanisms, ommon omputational fun-tions, ommon data movement routines, data movement derivation and optimization,3
ompiler data movement interfae (interpretted as a ompiler-level \MPI" interfae),software engineering issues, and retargetting ompilers and development of new om-pilers using the new runtime software.AhievementsMost of the original tasks have been addressed in the ourse of the projet. In a someases developments in the eld or within the partiipating institutions over the pastthree years have shifted the emphasis of tasks. These issues will be disussed in moredetail in setion 2. Within the terms of the original proposal, major ahievements ofthe projet inlude The development at Syrause of a new kernel runtime, built on MPI, withinterfaes for several dierent languages and ompilers. The development at Maryland of the METACHAOS system, whih enablesinteroperability between the runtime ontributions of the various partners. The development at Syrause of an infra-struture for onstrution of ompilersbased on the new runtime. In partiular a new subset HPF translator has beenonstruted in the framework.Due to hanges in fous of the ollaborating researh groups, the original state-ment about developing seven ompilers sharing one runtime was modied. A revisedstatement of work was submitted last year. An unforseeable inuene on the devel-opment of the projet was the emergene of Java. In May, 1996 the partiipants ofthe projet issued a draft white paper on the impliations of Java for HPCC [42℄.Subsequently Syrause organized a series of workshops [47, 48, 49℄ on the themeof Java for Computational Siene and Engineering. This series spawned the JavaGrande Forum|a group of aademi and industrial partners aiming to promote Javastandards for ommuniation and ompute intensive appliations. Many of the sub-ontrators reports in this doument reet the shift towards Java as a primary fousof investigation. At least three of the partners are now engaged in development ofparallel or optimizing Java ompilers.We intend to distribute the olleted papers and software from the projet on aCD ROM, available by November 1998.This doumentSetion 2 reviews the progess of the projet in relation to the goals in the originalproposal and the revised statement of work submitted in July this year. Setions 3 to4
10 summarize progress within the individual institutions. The appendix lists softwaredeliverables and publiations relating to the projet.
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2 Projet OverviewThe next eight subsetions review progress and ahievements within the task areasidentied in the original proposal.2.1 Common Data DesriptorsAn early output of the projet was the denition of a ommon Distributed ArrayDesriptor (DAD) for languages and ompilers dealing with HPF-like distributedarrays[22℄. This DAD is a simple, at table of parameters that desribe the mappingfrom global index spae to the loal array spae in eah SPMD node program. TheDAD struture an be made visible to (for example) C and Fortran SPMD programs.The tabular DAD of [22℄ had a less diret inuene on the development of ourlibraries and ompilers than originally antiipated. The adoption of objet-orientedlanguages and design priniples favoured treatment of the array desriptor as anopaque objet, aessed through suitable methods and inquiries. The tabular versionof the DAD survives as a useful onrete model of the more abstrat implementationsadopted in pratie, but the NPAC runtime kernel (for example) implements its arraydesriptor as a true C++ objet. Fortran or C programs aess its elds throughsuitable inquiry funtions.The desriptor implemented in the NPAC kernel handles a generalization of theHPF 1.0 distributed array model. It an desribe arrays of any rank, any data distri-bution format supported by HPF 1.0 (plus distribution formats of some earlier dataparallel languages suh as C*), and any of the alignment options of HPF. The de-sriptor also handles Fortran 90-style any regular setion of an array. Within ertainlimits, new distribution formats an be added by extending the lass hierarhy thatdesribes the layout of individual array dimensions. For example, support for HPF2.0-like ghost regions has been added in this manner, and before the end of the ex-tended projet we expet to add support for at least the blok-irregular distributionformat of HPF 2.0.2.2 Address translation mehanismsBoth the CHAOS system of Maryland and the PCRC kernel of Syrause provideaddress translation mehanisms for onverting between global subsripts and loal,SPMD osets and proess oordinates. In CHAOS the emphasis is on irregular datadistributions whereas the Syrause software is mainly onerned with HPF-ompliant,regular data distributions.
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2.3 Common Computational FuntionsThe body of software developed over the ourse of the projet inludes support forall Fortran 90 array transformational funtions (inluding matrix multipliations andtransposes, shift and spread operations, and all F90 salar and array-valued redu-tion funtions) plus a subset of the HPF standard library. These funtions operateuniformly on any array representable by the DAD desribed above [28℄.The University of Florida subontrators have developed an MPI version of theiralgorithms for ombining satter. This version is link-ompatible with the PCRCkernel developed at Syrause. Syrause has provided interfae ode so that theseroutines are now allable using the generi DAD array desriptors employed by thekernel library [74, 75, 7, 9℄.Work ontinues on implementing the full HPF speiation for parallel prex andsorting operations (these are the only signiant funtions from the standard HPFlibrary not implemented in the NPAC kernel library).2.4 Common Data Movement RoutinesSyrause group has implemented an extensive set of olletive data movement routinesin their runtime [28, 83℄. The ommuniation operations supported inlude HPF/F90array intrinsi operations suh as CSHIFT, the funtion pr write halo, whih up-dates ghost areas of a distributed array, the funtion remap, whih is equivalent to aFortran 90 array assignment between a onforming pair of setions of two arbitrarilydistributed HPF arrays, and various gather- and satter- type operations allowingirregular patterns of data aess (from regularly distributed arrays). The CHAOS li-brary provides analogous funtions. One again the two libraries are omplementary.The Maryland ontribution emphasizes irregular data distributions, whereas the fun-tions of the Syrause library are optimized to operate uniformly on multi-dimensionaldata arrays with arbitrary HPF-supported distributions.2.5 Deriving and optimizing data movementBoth the Maryland and Syrause libraries are based on runtime-omputed, reusableommuniation shedules. To a greater or lesser extent the runtime systems sort andoalese messages to minimize and aggregrate ommuniation on the network. In theompiler domain, Xiaoming Li has proposed a sheme based on shift homomorphismfor analysis of HPF forall statements [60℄. This sheme lassies the ommuniationneeds of these statements. These ideas have been integrated into the Syrause HPFtranslation system, as reported in [83℄. 7
2.6 Compiler Message Passing InterfaeWidespread aeptane of the MPI standard by vendors, who are providing optimizedimplementations for their hardware, lead us to the onlude that the ase for a high-performane ompiler-oriented message-passing or data-movement interfae is weakerthan originally supposed. Projet runtime libraries have been suessfully developedon, or ported to, standard MPI. Referene [40℄ is a survey of the subset of MPIalls used in the various runtime omponents developed over the projet. It suggeststhat there is only limited onsensus amongst runtime developers on what is the mostimportant subset of MPI. Viewed from another perspetive, it suggests that the MPIstandard itself is an adequate basis for runtime and ompiler development.2.7 Software EngineeringObjet Oriented priniplesMost of the software delivered by the projet follows objet-oriented design and im-plementation priniples. For example the NPAC runtime kernel and ompiler devel-opment infrastruture have been implemented entirely in C++ using objet-orientedtehniques. The work of Indiana on HPC++ and CORBA, and the emergene of Javaas a major fous in the projet further illustrate the ommitment to objet-orientedsoftware design.Test and ValidationWe ontinue the emphasis on quality of deliverable software. GNU systems and on-ventions are employed to manage the development proess. The runtime softwaredelivered by NPAC inludes omprehensive suites of test programs that an be exe-uted automatially when the system is ongured and built on a new platform.We have developed Fortran syntax test suite for testing of Fortran 90 and HighPerformane Fortran (HPF) ompilers. This has been expanded onsiderably to in-lude exhaustive syntax testing and some semantis testing [29, 82℄. We nd thatour test suite an be used to \debug" ommerial HPF ompilers. As a result ofthis extensive testing, our new HPF front end is now stable and has been released tothe publi. Beyond the front end, we have developed an HPF ompiler test programgenerator: a multi-level HPF ode generator for validating HPF ompiler transforma-tions. This has been used to evaluate leading ommerial ompiler limitations (DEC,IBM, PGI).A suite of more omplete HPF appliations, suitable for testing ompilers, hasbeen made available [73℄. 8
2.8 CompilersWe have developed a Common Interoperable Intermediate Representation (CI2R)data format for PCRC ompilation systems. Currently this is used by the NPACHPF and Java language translation tools.A new, extensively tested HPF front-end (full HPF 1.0) was plaed in the publidomain this year. This transforms soure language ode into the CI2R abstratsyntax tree symboli form. Syrause have developed HPF ompiler transformationsfor ommuniation detetion and data distributions. The front-end, transformationsystem and runtime have been integrated and demonstrated in the Syrause HPFompilation system [83℄. As HPF has evolved to version 2.0, we have extended ourHPF front-end to over HPF 2.0.The Syrause ommon runtime also supports an older subset HPF system [61℄, hasa user-level C++ interfae, and is being used as the basis of a new HPJava translator.Rohester [31, 34℄ and Indiana [13, 14, 17, 16℄ are also developing Java ompilers.Rie is working on Java ompiler optimizations [19℄.2.9 Java and SPMD programmingA signiant new task in the revised statement of work submitted in July 97 wasthe proposal to provide an infrastruture supporting high-level SPMD programmingpratie. This will be a valuable by-produt of the projet. Beyond its role as a targetfor parallel ompilers, our runtime may also be diretly used as an infrastruture tosupport SPMD programming. In partiular, appliation programmers will not haveto use send() and reeive() in their ode. Instead, they use high level failitiesprovided by the runtime. We intend to use Java as a vehile for demonstrating thisSPMD programming model. More speially, user will be able to write Java SPMDprograms that all PCRC runtime funtions as native methods.The new Java binding of the NPAC kernel runtime is a rst step in this diretion.We are also investigating a minimal set of extensions to the Java language to supportdata-parallel programming using distributed arrays plus expliit alls to PCRC om-muniation funtions. A soure-to-soure preproessor will onvert the extended Javadialet to ordinary Java, adding run-time alls as required for, eg, address translation.This an be seen as a new ompiler targetting the run-time|an HPJava|althoughthe work of this ompiler is muh simpler than for HPF, beause the programmer willexpliitly speify the ommuniation requirements.For early results of the work on Java see [20, 21, 46, 45, 50℄.
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Figure 1: NPAC PCRC runtime arhiteture3 Syrause University ReportNPAC Kernel RuntimeThe kernel of NPAC library [28℄ is a C++ lass library. It is primarily desendedfrom the run-time library of an earlier researh implementation of HPF[61℄ withinuenes from the Fortran 90D [30℄ run-time and the CHAOS/PARTI libraries. Thekernel is urrently implemented on top of MPI. The library design is solidly objet-oriented, but eÆieny is maintained as a primary goal. Inlining is used extensively,and dynami memory alloation, unneessary opying, true proedure alls, virtualfuntions and other forms of indiretion are generally avoided unless they have learorganizational or eÆieny advantages.The overall arhiteture of the library is illustrated in gure 1. At the top levelthere are several ompiler-spei interfaes to a ommon run-time kernel. The fourinterfaes shown in the gure are illustrative. They inlude two dierent Fortran in-terfaes (used by dierent HPF ompilers), a user-level C++ interfae alled ad++1,and a proposed Java interfae. The development of several top-level interfaes has pro-1ad++ is urrently implemented as a set of header les dening distributed arrays as type-seure ontainer lass templates, funtion templates for olletive array operations, and maros fordistributed ontrol onstruts. 10
dued a robust kernel interfae, on whih we antiipate other language- and ompiler-spei interfaes an be onstruted relatively straightforwardly.The largest part of the kernel is onerned with global ommuniation and arith-meti operations on distributed arrays. These are represented on the right-hand sideof gure 1. The ommuniation operations supported inlude HPF/F90 array intrin-si operations suh as CSHIFT, the funtion pr write halo, whih updates ghostareas of a distributed array, the funtion remap, whih is equivalent to a Fortran 90array assignment between a onforming pair of setions of two arbitrarily distributedHPF arrays, and various gather- and satter- type operations allowing irregular pat-terns of data aess. Arithmeti operations supported inlude all F95 array redutionand matrix arithmeti operations, and HPF ombining satter. A omplete set ofHPF standard library funtions is under development.Nearly all these operations (inluding many of the arithmeti operations) arebased on reusable shedules, in the PARTI/CHAOS mold. As well as supportingthe inspetor-exeutor ompilation strategy, this organization is natural in an objet-oriented setting|a ommuniation pattern beomes an objet. As an illustration,onsider the redution operations. All redutions from a distributed array to a globalresult are desribed by an abstrat base lass using virtual funtions for loal blokredutions. Spei instanes suh as SUM or PRODUCT are reated by deriving onretelasses that instantiate the arithmeti virtual funtions. This is a leaner and moretype-seure (hene, potentially, more eÆiently ompilable) alternative to passingfuntion pointers to a generi redution funtion.All the data movement shedules are dependent on the infra-struture on the left-hand side of the gure 1. This provides the distributed array desriptor, and basisupport for traversing distributed data (\distributed ontrol"). Important substru-tures in the array desriptor are the range objet, whih desribes the distribution ofan array global index over a proess dimension, and the group objet, whih desribesthe embedding of an array in the ative proessor set.The library is implemented on top of MPI. It is installed using a GNU-styleonguration sript. It has been tested on various platforms, inluding IBM SP2 DEC alpha luster Sun Ultraspar luster SGI Challenge Beowulf luster (LINUX) 11
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Figure 2: Compilation system overviewThe release pakage inludes a test-suite for the kernel library, and about 200 pagesof doumentation.The initial release of the NPAC PCRC kernel software has been installed at varioususer sites, inluding Pai Northwest National Lab (PNNL), European Center forParallel Computation in Vienna (VCPC), University of Florida, and the University ofPeking. Feedbak from these sites (partiularly relating to installation of the pakageon diverse systems with dierent ompilers and MPI platforms) has been inorporatedinto the software. We expet this proess to ontinue over the oming months, leadingto improved portability.We are ollaborating with Pai Northwest National Lab, investigating integra-tion of the PCRC software with the Global Array toolkit (GA). The goal is to improvethe GA system by adding support for general distributed arrays, and to improve theNPAC PCRC software by lifting the one-sided ommuniation layer from GA. Thiswill allow better support for task parallelism from the PCRC library, and may yieldimproved implementations of the existing olletive operations on platforms that sup-port remote memory aess (RMA) in hardware.Run-time based HPF ompilerThe NPAC ompiler [83℄ is implemented as a translator from HPF to Fortran 77. Itfousses on exploitation of expliit forall parallelism in the soure HPF program.12
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Figure 3: Laplae update.The HPF ompiler is embedded in a ompiler onstrution framework illustratedin the gure 2. Currently it handles various HPF language features, inluding datamapping diretives, expressions and assignment, program exeution ontrol, I/O, andproedures.The ompiler onstrution framework, alled the frontEnd system [59℄, is an ex-tensible software pakage for onstruting programming language proessing tools.The system analyzes the input soure language and onverts it to a uniform inter-mediate representation (IR) whih an later be manipulated by a set of funtionsprovided in a C++ lass library.The pakage is divided into the following omponents: Language parsers The language parsers are used to onvert program soureode to IR. The IR is designed to be suitable for multiple programming lan-guages. We already have an HPF language parser (inluding a semantis hek-ing module to hek all onstraints in the language denition) and a Java lan-guage parser. A C++ parser is being developed. Pakage tools These tools are used for displaying the intermediate represen-tation. Two of them are available now. One tool unparses the IR ba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Figure 4: Syntheti benhmark involving yli distribution format.the IR in plain text or HTML format for debugging purpose. C++ lass library A C++ lass library has been extended from the Sage++lass library. In the library, the nodes of the syntax tree are mapped to dierentC++ lasses, with assoiated member funtions provided to perform standardtransformations, suh as inserting or deleting statements from the tree. Test suite An extensive test suite is designed for dierent language parsers.For example, the pakage inludes a \rst order" exhaustive syntax test, inwhih eah BNF syntax rule is used at least one. It also inludes all exampleprograms from \Migrating to Fortran 90" and the \HPF handbook" as testases for the HPF parser.The pakage is autoongured and tested on dierent platforms, inluding: IBMAIX, SUN OS/Solaris, DEC OSF, HP HP-UX, SGI IRIX and PC Linux.Preliminary Benhmark ResultsFigures 3 and 4 display selet results of a benhmark omparision between the newNPAC ompiler the PGI HPF ompiler, version 2.0. The programs were run on the14
IBM SP2 at NPAC. The Laplae benhmark performs Jaobi relaxation on 256256,512 512 and 1024 1024 arrays, distributed blokwise over various numbers of pro-essor. Both ompilers ahieve about the same performane on a single node, butgenerally our ompiler exhibits better speedup on multiple proessors, presumablydue to more eetive handling of ommuniation. The syntheti benhmark involvesno ommuniation|it is a forall assignment involving large arrays. It suggests that(unlike the PGI ompiler) we deal with address translation eÆiently, even for ylidistribution format. (Speedup is relative to an equivalent sequential program om-piled with the IBM Fortran ompiler.)Reent Work: HPJavaDiretly alling the ommon runtime from SPMD appliation ode (as opposed tohaving it alled from ompiler-generated ode) provides a powerful and exible par-allel programming paradigm, but one whih is superially lumsy and ineÆient,beause standard programming languages have no spei syntax for manipulatingdistributed arrays. Syrause is developing a translator for a dialet of Java alledHPJava. This is a language speially designed for SPMD programming, with dis-tributed arrays added as language primitives. By design, it is a language that anbe preproessed straightforwardly to standard Java with alls to the kernel runtime(distinguishing it from HPF, whose translation generally requires omplex ompileranalysis). Besides a lean interfae to the PCRC runtime software, the extended lan-guage will also be supported by a diret interfae to MPI from Java. The denitionsof the HPJava language and the assoiated \HPspmd" programming model has beenpresented at various onferenes and workshops [27, 23, 25, 86, 85℄. See also [26, 84℄.The basi Java interfae to NPAC kernel library is now operational. Design of theHPJava translator is maturing. Work ontinues on the implementation of the trans-lator. We have started to assemble a test suite of HPJava programs. Experimentswith hand-translated HPJava benhmarks display performane within a fator of 2-3of C++. (The gap is attributable to the dierene in performane of the target Javaand C ompilers. This gap is has been losing rapidly over the last year.)A full, objet-oriented Java interfae to MPI 1.1 has been implemented using theJava native methods interfae (JNI). The omprehensive IBM MPI test suite has beentranslated to Java. We will release versions of this software for Solaris and WindowsNT in the immediate future (beta versions have been made available to a few sites)[24, 10℄.
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4 University of Maryland ReportParallel Program InteroperabilityOne major part of the Maryland eort has foused on developing tehniques for trans-ferring data between distributed data strutures owned by dierent data parallel run-time libraries. These tehniques have been implemented in the Maryland Meta-Chaoslibrary, whih urrently is apable of transferring data between (distributed) arraysthat have been reated using High Performane Fortran, the Maryland CHAOS andMultiblok PARTI libraries, and the the Indiana pC++ runtime library, Tulip. Forexample, the library allows an irregularly distributed array reated via the CHAOSlibrary to be opied into an HPF distributed array (with an arbitrary HPF distribu-tion) that has been reated using the HPF ompiler and runtime library. The onlyrequirement on the libraries, so that Meta-Chaos an aess their data, is that eahlibrary provide several inquiry funtions, similar to those that were speied previ-ously in the PCRC DDD speiation. Meta-Chaos an be used both for moving databetween multiple data parallel libraries used within a single program and for movingdata between libraries used in separate programs.A paper on the design and implementation of the library has been publishedin the proeeding of the proeedings of the 1997 International Parallel ProessingSymposium, and is also available on the web as a Maryland tehnial report athttp://www.s.umd.edu/projets/hpsl/tool/metaChaos-paper.html. We haveused Meta-Chaos to implement the ommuniation for a omplete distributed applia-tion for the Maryland Grand Challenge projet in land over dynamis, whih onsistsof a omplex set of interating parallel (and sequential) modules that use dierentdata parallel libraries. The interating modules inlude a parallel image databaseengine for retrieving satellite imagery, an image lassiation algorithm (parallelizedusing the Maryland Multiblok Parti library) and a user interfae sequential program.The user interfae program generates the image database queries and provides thefailities to build the distributed appliation from the various modules, and providesthe information neessary for any of the modules to interat diretly with the user,and display the results of the appliations.Reent work on parallel program interoperability has onentrated on improvingthe underlying mehanisms for implementing the Meta-Chaos servies and in addingthe UCSD KeLP library to the set of libraries that an interfae with Meta-Chaos.The urrent distribution of Meta-Chaos uses PVM as the underlying ommunia-tion layer. Furthermore, sripts are used to start the parallel programs on the variousmahines that eah SPMD-style program exeutes on. PVM has several limitations,inluding having only bloking interproessor ommuniation operations and omplexprogram startup proedures. To remedy these limitations, we have been implementing16
Meta-Chaos using Globus servies from USC/ISI and Argonne National Lab. Globusis a software pakage that integrates geographially distributed omputational andinformation resoures. In partiular, we are using two omponents of Globus, theresoure alloator and the interproessor ommuniation omponent. The Globusresoure alloator provides the ability to alloate the resoures for SPMD style paral-lel jobs on multiple omputer systems in a heterogeneous environment. Nexus is theinterproessor ommuniation omponent of Globus. Using Nexus as the ommunia-tion layer of Meta-Chaos allows Meta-Chaos to implement non-bloking ommunia-tion, and also the ability to selet the underlying ommuniation protools (e.g., MPI,Unix sokets) at runtime. We have been writing and testing the Globus ode for per-forming resoure alloation in a exible, dynami way, to start multiple ooperatingprograms that use Meta-Chaos for inter-program ommuniation. A demonstrationof a simple example program, using Globus servies within Meta-Chaos to ouplea parallel satellite image database appliation (Maryland's Titan appliation) witha parallel image postproessing program running on two separate NPACI parallelmahines, is planned for the late July HPDC onferene in Chiago.In the dynami irregular blok-strutured appliation domain, the KeLP (KernelLattie Parallelism) runtime library from UC San Diego is being used to provide high-level abstrations to manage data layout and data motion. We have been workingwith the KeLP group at UCSD to provide the Kelp library with an interfae toMeta-Chaos. The initial implementation has been ompleted, and we are urrentlytesting the interfae on various sample programs. One the testing is omplete, wewill be using Meta-Chaos to ouple a Kelp appliation to a Maryland Ative DataRepository appliation (funded under the NSF NPACI program), probably an EarthSiene appliation from the University of Texas. Other Kelp appliations that willbenet from Kelp having a Meta-Chaos interfae inlude the University of TexasParel ode that is urrently being developed with KeLP.Additional work related to parallel program interoperability was direted at on-trolling data transfers between programs, in addition to atually moving the datausing Meta-Chaos. In papers published in the 1996 International Conferene onSuperomputing and the 1996 Parallel Objet-Oriented Methods and AppliationsWorkshop (POOMA96), we proposed an approah that ahieves diret appliation toappliation data transfer. The approah is library-based and is independent of theprogramming language used to develop the ommuniating appliations. Programswritten to use this approah are required to adhere to a ertain disipline with respetto the data strutures involved in the interation, but they do not need to know eitherthe identity or the number of programs they interat with.The approah is built around the notion of mappings between data strutures indierent data-parallel programs. Mappings are established at runtime. Every map-ping has a onsisteny speiation whih mandates the logial frequeny with whih17
the mapped strutures are to be made mutually onsistent. Mappings, or the identityof the proessors involved, do not have to be known at ompile-time or even link-time.A priori knowledge of the mapping speiation at run-time allows for overlapping ex-eution of the interating programs by buering the data. EÆient data movement isahieved by pre-omputing an optimized plan (shedule) for data movement. The pro-totype implementation uses the Meta-Chaos library to perform the data movement,so is able to ouple data-parallel programs written in several dierent languages (in-luding High Performane Fortran, C and pC++) and using dierent ommuniationlibraries (inluding the Maryland Multiblok Parti and Chaos libraries).We developed a prototype implementation based on this approah. The imple-mentation ran on a luster of four-proessor Digital Alpha Server 4/2100 symmetrimultiproessors. The results indiate that data-parallel programs an be oupledtogether in a exible fashion with aeptable overhead.Mobile ProgramsAnother main area of researh at Maryland has been the investigation of mobilityfor Java programs. Mobile programs an move an ative thread of ontrol from onemahine to another during exeution. This exibility has many potential advantagesin a distributed environment. For example, a program that searhes distributed datarepositories an improve its performane by migrating to the repositories and per-forming the searh on-site instead of fething all the data to its urrent loation.Similarly, an Internet video-onferening appliation an minimize overall responsetime by positioning its server based on the loation of its users. The primary ad-vantage of mobility in these senarios is that it an be used as a tool to adapt tovariations in the operating environment.For dierent appliations, dierent resoure onstraints are likely to govern thedeision to migrate, e.g. network lateny, network bandwidth, memory availability,server availability. In reent work at Maryland, we have investigated network-awaremobile programs, i.e. programs that position themselves based on their knowledgeof network harateristis. Whether the potential performane benets of network-aware mobility are realized in pratie depend on answers to three questions. First,how should programs be strutured to utilize mobility to adapt to variations in net-work harateristis? In partiular, what poliies are suitable for making mobilitydeisions? Seond, is the variation in network harateristis suh that adapting tothem proves protable? Finally, an adequate network information be provided tomobile appliations at an aeptable ost? A paper on this topi has been publishedin the proeedings of the USENIX 1997 Annual Tehnial Conferene. The paperaddresses all these mobility issues, and experiments indiate that network-aware pro-grams an suessfully use mobility to adapt to spatial and temporal variations in18
network lateny over the Internet.We have investigated these mobility issues in the ontext of Sumatra, an extensionof the Java programming environment that provides a exible substrate for adaptivemobile programs. A paper on Sumatra was published in a Springer-Verlag LetureNotes in Computer Siene book entitled "Mobile Objet Systems". The paper is arst step in demonstrating that distributed programs an use mobility as a tool toadapt to variations in their operating environment. The main ontribution of the workis that it shows the feasibility and protability of the approah. We have establishedthe feasibility of the approah by providing a programming interfae and eÆientsystem support for thread and objet migration in Sumatra. Experiments with a dis-tributed network lateny monitor, alled Komodo, and a mobile Internet hat server,alled Adaptalk, both developed as part of this projet, indiate that network-awareprograms an suessfully use mobility to adapt to spatial and temporal variations innetwork lateny over the Internet.Another paper disussing additional work on adapting to network bandwidth vari-ations for wide-area data aess has been submitted to the 1997 International Confer-ene on Distributed Computing Systems and will soon also be available as a Universityof Maryland tehnial report.See [43, 70, 69, 44, 72, 71, 1℄.
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5 Indiana University ReportThe work at Indiana University an be divided into three areas of development:1. Support for HPC++ runtime in heterogeneous environments,2. Development of Java ompilation tools to support parallelism in Java and in-teroperability between Java and HPC++3. Development of tools based on the Objet Management Group's Common Ob-jet Request Broker Arhiteture (CORBA) speiation.In the following paragraphs we will desribe the work and results in eah of theseareas.HPC++ and Runtime Support for Heterogeneous SystemsHigh Performane C++ onsists of a suite of tools for programming parallel ap-pliation using objet oriented methods. Based on C++, HPC++ has three basiomponents.1. Parallel STL|A parallel implementation of the C++ Standard Template Li-brary (STL). This library provides the standard high level data strutures (ve-tors, lists, sets, maps, et) that are used in many C++ appliations.2. HPC++Lib|A library ontaining a Java style thread lass. basi synhronization primitive lasses template based olletive operations for synhronization suh as barriers,redutions, broadasts, et. a global pointer template library to aess remote data strutures andobjets.3. An method that programmers an use to alloate program loops to allow apreproessor to generate versions of the ode that run in parallel.The standard runtime system for HPC++ is alled Tulip and it is designed for homo-geneous parallel proessing systems with support for shared memory. However, ourgoal for the PCRC projet has been to make HPC++ both portable and interoperablewith other systems. 20
For that reason we have ported HPC++ to a new runtime system based on a\meta-objet protool" whih allows us to easily host omputations on a variety oflower level protools. In this model eah objet an be assoiated with one or moreommuniation \meta-objets". Eah ommuniation meta-objet is assoiated withone low level protool.To make HPC++ interoperable within the Globus metaomputing environment,we have implemented a Nexus meta-objet. To operate in the domain of CORBA,we are now working on an IIOP meta-objet (see setion on CORBA below).Using our Nexus implementation we have been about to link parallel HPC++ pro-gram running on two dierent arhitetures together as one single parallel program.In addition, we have been able to \wrap" Fortran+MPI programs with HPC++ sothat they an be aessed by HPC++ parallel programs running in dierent loations(see [52, 57℄).Parallel Java and Interoperability with Remote ObjetsWe have developed a Java preproessor that will allow Java programs that are writtenwith loops and ertain types of reursion to be transformed into multi-threaded odethat exeutes in parallel on shared memory multiproessors. As with HPC++, this isaomplished with the aid of user annotation whih are omments plaed in front ofthe target loops and funtion alls. The preproessor translates these into ode thatuses the Java threads interfae to exeute dierent loop iterations and funtion allsonurrently. The details have been reported in [13, 14, 17, 16℄. In many ases, theJava soure for a program is not available. Consequently, the required transformationsmust be applied at the level of Java byte ode. Beause this ode is not annotated, adeeper analysis of the program struture must be made. The byte ode restrutureris desribed in [13, 17℄. We have also made an analysis of the performane of nativelevel 1 BLAS from Java Programs [15℄.While this support for parallelism is important for many ompute intensive Javaappliations, a muh larger problem is ahieving high performane on Java remotemethod alls. More speially, in distributed and heterogeneous appliation, Javaprogram must be able to make alls on objets that reside elsewhere on the network.Java provides an elegant mehanism to all remote Java objet from Java applia-tions. This is known as Java Remote Method Invoation (RMI). However, for manyappliation it is neessary for Java applets to all methods on non-java remote ob-jets. Suh objets may be HPC++ objets, CORBA objets, or enapsulated HPFand Fortran/MPI programs. There is already a standard for Java-CORBA alls, butit is not ompatible with RMI. However, in the last month, SUN and OMG haveagreed to make these ompatible.In our work we have approahed this problem as follows. RMI provides a very lear21
model for how objets an be serialized and transmitted over the network and howremote methods an be invoked. By using our existing Java ompiler tehnology,we have re-implemented the Java RMI so that it runs over Nexus. The details ofthis eort have been desribed in [18℄. The exat protool used to implement theRMI semantis was hosen to be ompatible with the HPC++ over Nexus protool.Consequently, we are now able to register a HPC++ objet in the Java/Nexus registryand Java programs an aess and exeute remote method alls on that C++ objet.This mehanism is used in the Linear System Analyzer whih is a problem solvingenvironment for solving large linear systems of equations. The design is based ona distributed software omponent arhiteture [52℄. Muh remains to be done tosupport a reasonable subset of Java serialization.Parallel and High Performane CORBAAs the OMG's CORBA grows in popularity as a tool for interoperability, we havefoused many of our eorts on pushing the performane of CORBA in high per-formane, parallel appliation. We have developed a parallel CORBA ORB alledPARDIS whih allows SPMD objet implementations to ommuniate with othersimilar appliation using parallel ommuniation hannels [57℄. In partiular, PAR-DIS extends the onept of a CORBA sequene to a distributed sequene. Thissystem has been used to link parallel Fortran/MPI appliations with HPC++ SPMDomputations.Reent ProgressDuring the nal year of this projet we have ompleted a seond version of the JavaRMI to HPC++ over Nexus interoperability layer. This is now the primary ommu-niation layer used in the Component Arhiteture Toolkit (CAT) that is now underonstrution. CAT is a generalization of the LSA omponent system desribed above.The goal of the CAT projet is to provide a software omponent omposition systemto simplify the task of building distributed appliations. CAT is being designed torun over the Globus metaomputing infrastruture and interoperate with CORBAand the Syrause JWORB and WebFlow systems. CAT will provide a major, largesale testbed for the HPC++/Java tools developed for PCRC.We have also ompleted a mapping of CORBA IDL to HPC++ and a ompiler thatgenerates the stubs and skeletons needed to aess remote objets in HPC++ usingRMI style invoations. This ompletes our planned integration of the Java Threadsand RMI programming model into HPC++. Using these tools, programmers anmove easily between Java and HPC++ in the design of appliations. The nal phase22
of this work involves a binding of the IDL generated HPC++ to IIOP to allow fullCORBA interation.
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6 University of Texas, Austin ReportThe goal for this projet was to \produtize" the Hierarhial Dynami DistributedArray/Direted Ayli Grid Hierarhy (HDDA/DAGH) infrastruture for parallelimplementations of adaptive mesh omputations and prepare the HDDA/DAGH in-frastruture for integration with the pC++ runtime system.Denition and Desription of HDDA/DAGHThe struture of the HDDA/DAGH runtime system is given in the shemati of gure5. The HDDA implements a hierarhial dynami distributed array. \Hierarhial"
Index-Space
Hierarchical Distributed Dynamic Array
Scalable Distributed Dynamic Grid
Distributed Adaptive Grid Hierarchy
Storage
Communication
Consistency
Interaction Objects
Display Objects
Data Objects
Name Resolution
Partitioning
Expansion/Contraction
Access
Methods and Operators
Figure 5:means that eah element of an instane of an array an itself be an array. \Dynami"means that the number of levels in the hierarhy of arrays an be varied duringexeution of the program. \Distributed" means that the array may be partitionedaross multiple address spaes transparently to C or Fortran programs whih operateon these arrays.DAGH is a layer of programming abstrations built upon the HDDA implementinga hierarhy of grids. DAGH is a PDI whih implements instantiation of operationson a dynami hierarhy of nested grids. DAGH supports implementation of a on-siderable span of AMR and multi-grid solution methods inluding vertex entered,ell-entered and edge -entered grids. The oneptual framework for design andimplementation of this PDI follows.Hierarhial Index Spaes. The hierarhial, extendible index spae omponentof the HDDA is derived diretly from the appliation domain using spae-lling map-24
pings whih are omputationally eÆient, reursive mappings from N-dimensionalspae to 1- dimensional spae. Figure 6 illustrates a 2-dimensional Peano-Hilberturve. The solution spae is rst partitioned into segments. The spae lling urve
Figure 6:then passes through the midpoints of these segments. Spae lling mappings enodeappliation domain loality and maintain this loality though expansion and on-tration. The self-similar or reursive nature of these mappings an be exploited torepresent a hierarhial struture and to maintain loality aross dierent levels ofthe hierarhy.Spae-lling mappings allow information about the original multi-dimensionalspae to be enoded into eah spae-lling index. Given an index, it is possibleto obtain its position in the original multi-dimensional spae, the shape of the regionin the multi- dimensional spae assoiated with the index, and the spae-lling indiesthat are adjaent to it. The index-spae is used as the basis for appliation domainpartitioning, as a global name-spae for name resolution, and for ommuniationsheduling.Mapping to Address Spaes. The mapping from the multi-dimensional indexspae to the one-dimensional physial address spae is aomplished by mapping thepositions in the index spae to the order in whih they our in a traversal of thespae lling urve. This mapping an be aomplished with simple bit-interleavingoperations to onstrut a unique ordered key. This mapping produes a unique keyset whih denes a global address spae. Coalesing segments of the linear key spaeinto a single key, bloks of arbitrary granularity an be reated.Storage and Aess{Extendible hashing for distributed dynami storageand aess. Data storage is implemented using extendible hashing tehniques toprovide a dynamially extendible, globally indexed storage (see the gure below).The keys for the Extendible Hash Table are ontrations of the unique keys denedas desribed preeding. 25
Similarly, when data assoiated with a DAGH blok entry is ready to ship, theassoiated buket is shipped as is. The overall HDDA/DAGH distributed dynamistorage sheme is shown in gure 7.
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Figure 7:Entries into the HDDA orrespond to DAGH bloks. Expansion and ontrationare loal operations involving at most two bukets. Loality of data is preservedwithout opying. The HDDA data storage provides a means for eÆient ommu-niation between DAGH bloks. To ommuniate data to another DAGH bloks,the data is opied to appropriate loations in the HDDA. This information is thenasynhronously shipped to the appropriate proessor.Similarly, data needed from remote DAGH bloks is reeived on-the-y and in-serted into the appropriate loation in the HDDA. Storage assoiated with the HDDAis maintained in ready-to-ship bukets. This alleviates overheads assoiated withpaking and unpaking. An inoming buket is diretly inserted into its loation inthe HDDA.Distributed Dynami Storage - Partitioning and Communiation. An in-stane of a DAGH is mapped to an instane of the HDDA. The granularity ofthe storage bloks is system dependent and attempts to balane the omputation-ommuniation ratio for eah blok. Eah blok in the list is assigned a ost orre-sponding to its omputational load. In ase of an AMR sheme, omputational load isdetermined by the number of grid elements ontained in the blok and the level of theblok in the AMR grid hierarhy. The former denes the ost of an update operationon the blok while the latter denes the frequeny of updates relative to the basegrid of the hierarhy. Note that in the representation desribed above, spae-lling26
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Figure 8: Dynami hashing by splitting and oalesing buketsmappings are applied to grid bloks instead of individual grid elements. The shapeof a grid blok and its loation within the original grid is uniquely enoded into itsspae-lling index, thereby allowing the blok to be ompletely desribed by a sin-gle index. Partitioning a DAGH aross proessing elements using this representationonsists of appropriately partitioning the DAGH key list so as to balane the totalost at eah proessor. Sine spae-lling urve mappings preserve spatial loality,the resulting distribution is omparable to traditional blok distributions in terms ofommuniation overheads.The individual objets referened by eah key, usually arrays, are stored in thestandard layouts used by C and/or FORTRAN so that omputational routines writtenin onventional sequential languages an be applied to these stored objets.Tehnial TasksThe tehnial tasks to enable integration of HDDA/DAGH with other runtime li-braries inluded:1. Enhanement of the funtionality of the DAGH layer to support a broaderspetrum of omputation abstrations.2. Through testing and bug xing for both the HDDA and the DAGH layers.3. Development of doumentation inluding a User Referene Manual, a Develop-ers Referene Manual and a Tutorial on use of the DAGH lass library.4. Development of an installation proedure whih will enable ready downloadingand ustomization of the HDDA/DAGH library to most ommon exeution27
environments.When these tasks are fully ompleted HDDA/DAGH an be smoothly integrated intoany C++ lass library on either a soure or runtime basis.Aomplishments1. A release of HDDA/DAGH with all of the additional apabilities inluding fae-entered and vertex entered grids was released in May 1997.2. A release whih orreted the known bugs in the May release was ompleted inAugust and has been (and still is) undergoing extensive testing.3. Doumentation is still underway. A tutorial has been ompleted and an bedownloaded from http://www.s.utexas.edu/users/dagh. The Users Referenewill be ompleted in about two months. The Developers Referene is still pend-ing.4. The installation proedure has been ompleted and is in plae on the web pageited above.Continuing WorkAs an be seen from the previous setion we are far from having ompleted thetasks of fully produtizing HDDA/DAGH. However, funding for ontinuation of thisprojet has been made available from the NCSA NSF Alliane and work ontinues. Weurrently estimate full omplete in February of 1998. For projet-related publiations,see [55, 54, 56, 53, 66, 62, 65, 63, 64, 12, 11℄.
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7 University of Rohester ReportRohester's goal in this projet has been to aess the utility of the new runtimesystem for distributed shared-memory arhitetures. We made a lot of progress to-wards our goal of building a parallelizing ompiler and runtime system for distributedshared-memory mahines. We have been studying the design of the new CompilerRuntime Systems in the ontext of data transformations and optimizations for dis-tributed shared-memory mahines. Our work an be divided into three ategories:loality optimizations, sheduling for network of workstations, parallel and distributeddata mining. We are also building a Java ompiler.Loality optimizationsWe have developed ompile-time optimizations that redue false sharing. Many paral-lel omputers provide shared memory with oherent ahes. False sharing is a seriousproblem for many appliations that run on suh multiproessors. This problem hasbeen studied both in the ontext of generating parallel ode from sequential programsand of programs with user-level parallelism. We onsider expliitly parallel programswith user level parallelism that onform to the SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data)model. Several ways to eliminate false sharing in programs with task parallelism havebeen proposed. Most of the solutions to date require programmer intervention. Wepropose methods that an be automatially applied to eetively eliminate false shar-ing in some lasses of appliations. We use two tehniques: array remapping (statiand dynami) and software ahing. We implement those tehniques in a soure-to-soure optimizer for C programs. We test the eetiveness of the transformations ona set of six appliations and onlude that a signiant improvement of the runningtime an be ahieved. For all but the smallest data sizes, an improvement of at leasta fator of two is observed. For some appliations the exeution times are redued asmuh as ten times.This result has been published in the 10th Annual International Conferene onHigh Performane Computers, June 5-7 1996, Ottawa, Canada [33℄.In another paper on data reuse for distributed shared-memory mahines, we haveompared experimentally the inherent data reuses in the standard benhmarks, thedata loality behavior from program exeution and the reuse patterns aptured bystati ompiler models. The inherent data reuses provide the mahine-independentupper bound on data reuses. We dene 3 levels of reuse: program reuse, loop nestreuse, and innermost loop reuse. We show that there is more reuse to be exploitedif we onsider optimizations aross loop nests. We observe that stati models onlyapture reuses within the innermost loops or a loop nest. Most of the stati modelsprovide the similar information about the innermost loop reuses. However, we need29
more global ompile-time reuse analysis and algorithms to exploit global loality.This result has been published in the 10th Annual International Conferene onHigh Performane Computers, June 5-7 1996, Ottawa, Canada [32℄.Networks of workstationsOur reent work showed that a ompile and run-time modeling and deision proesswhih, ombined with a run-time load balaning library, would enable us to hoosethe best strategy. Sine there are a large number of loop sheduling tehniques whihhave been proposed in the literature, this analysis helps a parallelizing ompiler inustomizing the dynami load balaning strategy for a given appliation.A paper on this result has been aepted for publiation in the 5th IEEE Inter-national Symposium on High-Performane Distributed Computing, Syrause, NewYork, August 1996 [76℄.Data miningData mining is an emerging researh area, whose goal is to extrat signiant patternsor interesting rules from large databases. High-level inferene from large volumes ofroutine business data an provide valuable information to businesses, suh as us-tomer buying patterns, shelving riterion in supermarkets and stok trends. Manyalgorithms have been proposed for data mining of assoiation rules. However, researhso far has mainly foused on sequential algorithms. In this work we present parallelalgorithms for data mining of assoiation rules, and study the degree of parallelism,synhronization, and data loality issues on the SGI Power Challenge shared-memorymulti-proessor. We further present a set of optimizations for the sequential and par-allel algorithms. Experiments show that a signiant improvement of performaneis ahieved using our proposed optimizations. We also ahieved good speed-up forthe parallel algorithm, but we observe a need for parallel I/O tehniques for furtherperformane gains.A paper on this result has been aepted for publiation in Superomputing'96,Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Nov. 1996 [77℄.In another piee of work, we look at the problem of ompiler analysis for databaseprograms. Most parallel databases exploit two types of parallelism: intra-query par-allelism and inter-transation onurreny. Between these two ases lies another typeof parallelism: inter-query parallelism within a transation or appliation. Exploitinginter-query parallelism requires either ompiler support to automatially parallelizethe existing embedded query programs, or programming support to write expliitlyparallel query programs. We have developed ompiler analysis to automatially detet30
parallelism in the embedded query programs. We have proposed ompiler dependenetest algorithms for deteting both internal and external dependenes.A paper on this result has been aepted for publiation in the Eighth IEEESymposium on Parallel and Distributed Proessing, New Orleans, Louisiana, Otober,1996 [68℄. See also [78℄.Java ompilerIn this work, we present a Java ompiler arhiteture whih uses a unique ombinationof front- and bak-ends to deliver great exibility. Our ompiler is designed to usethe same optimization passes no matter whih pair of front- and bak-end is used.More details an be found in [31℄.As a ompanion to the Java ompiler work, we have built a system for networkbased visualization of prole information generated by Java applets/byteode. Thesystem, alled NetProf, is omposed of several omponents eah of whih is interest-ing in their own right. The omponents are a byteode to Java soure ode translator,a proler that inludes a stati pass to insert proler ode, a dynami runtime librarythat reords relevant events and nally a visualization mehanism whih highlightsthe prole information in an easy to use manner. All of this an be done over theInternet using a lient-server approah and is independent of the underlying arhite-ture/mahine and human intervention. More details an be found in [67℄.Other Rohester publiations, see [36, 39, 38, 37, 35, 58, 34, 80, 81, 79℄.
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8 Florida University ReportFlorida beame involved in the projet after Sanjay Ranka, one of the original o-PIs,moved there from Syrause.We evaluated the High-Performane Fortran (HPF) language as a andidate forimplementing sienti, engineering and omputer siene software on parallel ma-hines [73℄. We reviewed major HPF language features and disusses general algorith-mi issues ommon to broad lasses of SPMD appliations. We developed onreteexamples on how they may be programmed in HPF, or have provided ode fragmentsdemonstrating the pertinent language features. These fragments were representativeof appliations in magneti spin models, omputational uid dynamis, nanial sim-ulations, image proessing, partile dynamis, and the solution of matrix equations.We found that High Performane Fortran language is suitable for these appliations.The odes are part of the NPAC HPF Appliations suite, and the further expandingand benhmarking them is an ongoing proess.Parallelization of appliations requires eah proessor to aess all the nonloaldata required for its loal omputation. For a number of appliations these aessesan be desribed more formally by using Random Aess Reads (RAR) and RandomAess Writes (RAW). This formalism overs the basi runtime support required forthe parallelization of the assignment statement, forall statement/onstrut, redistri-bution statement and several omputational intrinsis in HPF for arbitrary distribu-tions (regular as well as irregular). The theoretial work was developed a few yearsago and was reently revised and aepted in JPDC [74, 75℄.We extended the theoretial work and developed pratial algorithms for om-bining gather/satter funtions. These algorithms involved several novel ideas forloal and global ombining of aesses at runtime [7℄. We performed extensive benh-marking on parallel mahines and demonstrated that the algorithms developed werepratial. They were robust in the presene of hotspots for data aess. The softwaredeveloped was integrated as part of the PCRC runtime library and required gener-alizations for arbitrary distributions, arbitrary number of dimensions and arbitrarynumber of proessors.Vetor redution and prex operations an be used eetively in many applia-tions with unstrutured data aesses suh as Pak/Unpak , Array Redution/PrexFuntions, and Array Combining Satter Funtions, whih are dened in Fortran 90and in High Performane Fortran. They an also be used in appliations with stru-tured aesses suh as HPF array redution and array prex/suÆx funtions. Wehave developed a salable and work optimal algorithms for this operation [6℄. Thisalgorithm is shown to be pratial and shows a fator of 3-5 improvement for largenumber of proessors.PACK/UNPACK are Fortran 90/HPF array onstrution funtions whih derive32
new arrays from existing arrays. We developed new algorithms for performing theseoperations on oarse-grained parallel mahines [8℄. Our algorithms are relativelyarhiteture independent and an be applied to arrays of arbitrary dimensions witharbitrary distribution along every dimension.Integer sorting is a sublass of the sorting problem where the elements have integervalues and the largest element is polynomially bounded in the number of elementsto be sorted. It is useful for appliations in whih the size of the maximum value ofelement to be sorted is bounded. We developed a new algorithm, distributed radix-sort, for integer sorting [4℄. The struture of our algorithm is similar to radix sortexept that it requires less number of ommuniation phases. Our experimentalresults on the CM-5 show that the algorithm is better than previous algorithmsdesigned for sorting arbitrary radix integers. These algorithm an be utilized tosupport Sort routines (Grade up and Grade down) in the HPF runtime library.Parallel lassiationClassiation is an important problem in the eld of data mining. SPRINT [3℄ isa well known lassier for large data sets. The ompute intensive part of SPRINTreursively partitions the input data set until eah subset predominantly belongs toa lass. We have parallelized SPRINT using Adlib. Our parallelization strategy usesthe following novel two phased approah:1. The higher level nodes of the tree use all the proessors during the tree onstru-tion. This uses parallel proessing eetively as the size of the data representedby the higher level nodes is large.2. The lower level nodes are divided among the proessors suh that eah proessor,in parallel, exeutes a subset of all the nodes sequentially.The work is still in progress [51℄. Our experiene shows that the availability ofdistributed array strutures and high level intrinsi funtion in Adlib allows the odewriter to onentrate on higher level issues. We were able to represent the abovestrategy easily in Adlib. Further, when developing ode for a realisti appliation,hoosing the right distribution (no distribution, blok distribution, et) of dierentstrutures is not always lear. The ability of the ode writer to quikly modify hisode to hange from distributed to repliated and vie versa was found to be verybeneial.Additionally we ompleted our work on lassiation of deision trees for largedatasets [5℄. 33
9 Cooperating Systems ReportCooperating Systems has ontributed primarily in a support role, providing softwaretest, evaluation, and doumentation support to other onsortium members. In par-tiular, CSC performed a soure ode review of NPAC's HPF ompiler, and servedas a resoure for design and pakaging questions.HPJavaCSC also ontributed signiantly to the development of PCRC's HPJava white pa-per, and has produed prototype runtime systems implementing parallel arrays inJava, using a thread-per-subgrid abstration to provide parallel speedups on shared-memory platforms.CSC initially proposed two variants on Java language extensions for high per-formane: extensions via lass libraries, and extensions to the language itself. Theinitial predition, whih proved to be aurate, was that language extension would bemade impossible by the diÆulty of providing and maintaining derived Java ompilersand/or preproessors. To date, Java's lak of operator overloading and templates hasnot proven to be a signiant impediment to high performane ode. Simultaneously,other features (notably serialization, reetion, and inner lasses) have provided un-expetedly rih soures of support for distributed-memory programming and idiomsfor iteration over very large data strutures.CSC has ontinued to develop high-performane libraries in Java, fousing onomplex alulations that take advantage of Java's OO strengths (suh as aggrega-tion/deaggregation within simulations of omplex systems). This approah makesmore sense (ommerially and tehnially) than attempting to ompete head-to-headwith HPF and HPC++ in supporting parallel array-based omputation. A moreextensive disussions of diretions for HPJava development an be found in a paperpresented at the PCRC-sponsored workshop on Java for Computational Siene andEngineering [47℄.CCDD/CCDMIAdditionally, CSC has played a leading role in two primary PCRC ontrat tasks.Joint work with Syrause resulted in a speiation of a Common Code and DataDesriptor for Arrays in HPC Languages [22℄, or Distributed Array Desriptor (DAD).CSC also led the eort to ompile the Common Compiler and Data MovementInterfae Speiation [40℄. The CCDMI Speiation was based on empirial all-ount information olleted from four PCRC appliations. CSC studied the utiliza-tion of the Message Passing Interfae standard, MPI, in these appliations, in order34
to determine whih features of MPI are best suited to inlusion in the ommon in-terfae speiation, and whih impose unaeptably high implementation overheadsfor ompilation systems.We olleted all the MPI onstant and funtion all data from Kivan Diner'sMPI CHAOS port (NPAC), Xiaoming Li's F90D MPI runtime port (NPAC), BryanCarpenter's Adlib library for MPI Fortran support (NPAC), and Pete Bekman's MPIpC++ runtime libraries (Indiana).These systems eah implement variants of the single-program, multiple-node(SPMD) programming model. Their runtime requirements for ommuniation tendto be regular, or at least to follow idiomati patterns suh as the owner-omputesrule, nearest-neighbor shift, and redution. However, these systems eah oer sig-niantly dierent programming models to the ompiler and enduser: regular arraysand array setions from Adlib and F90D, irregular arrays from Parti/CHAOS, andparallel element olletions from pC++.They do implement enough ommon funtionality internally to share some run-time ommuniation requirements. As a result, we speulated that a ompiler datamovement interfae for these systems ould omit large parts of the MPI standard,and fous instead on the MPI subset required to implement the standard idioms ofdistributed regular- and irregular-array runtime behavior.We extrated raw overage data for MPI funtions and onstants, and analyzedthem to unover ommon requirements. In addition to the ore MPI funtionalityshared by all these systems, two \annexes" emerged. Eah of these annexes representsan additional group of MPI funtionality whih was entral to the suess of one surveyappliation, but exluded by the other three.Systems analyzed. The Fortran 90D runtime system, ported to MPI by XiaomingLi of NPAC, provides runtime support for the Fortran 90D ompiler [30℄. The Dompiler generates Fortran 77 SPMD node odes, whih all the D runtime systemto alloate loal arrays and arry out olletive ommuniation over the global arraysthey represent.The MPI port of Parti/CHAOS, by Kivan Diner of NPAC, augments the basiF90D runtime system. CHAOS supports runtime sheduling of irregular omputa-tions by implementing the inspetor/exeutor model.The pC++ system, developed by Dennis Gannon et al of Indiana University,extends C++ to support data-parallel operations over olletions of objets. Theseolletions an then be aligned and distributed over the memory hierarhy of theparallel mahine. pC++ also inludes a mehanism for enapsulating SPMD-styleomputation in a thread-based omputing model. The MPI-based implementation ofthe pC++ runtime system allows proessor threads to aess remote elements from35
any proessor via the pC++ program's shared name spae. On behalf of the pC++user, the MPI runtime system handles alloation of olletion lasses, the managementof element aesses, and termination of parallel olletion operations.The Adlib runtime system ([28℄), developed by Bryan Carpenter of NPAC, pro-vides a set of abstrat data types representing parallel arrays. Written in C++ withalls to MPI, Adlib provides the runtime support for the Subset HPF ompiler sys-tem. As in HPF, an Adlib array an be distributed over a logial proess array, whihthe library maps transparently to available physial proessors. Adlib also providesontrol abstrations for data-parallel array traversal, as well as ommon olletiveommuniation patterns suh as remap, gather-satter, and arithmeti redution.CCDMI Derivation. For eah of the four parallel runtime systems, we derivedlists of alls to MPI funtions. We then ompared the usage patterns of eah run-time system. Some parts of the MPI speiation (the \ore") were exerised by themajority of odes; these features inluded initialzation and nalization, basi om-muniator size and rank inquiry funtions, basi synhronous and asynhronous sendand reeive, and barrier synhronization.Other parts of MPI were used by only one or two appliations, and ould beomitted from the CCDMI ore speiation. In partiular, MPI's derived datatypesimpose signiant overhead and do not provide signiant abstration benets in theontext of a runtime system invoked by an automated tool (an HPC ompiler). Simi-larly, Cartesian and graph topology information, user-dened buering, key-attributedatabase funtions, error handlers, interommuniators, ready sends, et. ould allsafely be omitted from the CCDMI ore. The resulting speiation is a better mathto the performane and portability requirements of HPC runtime systems than themore generi MPI standard.
36
10 Rie UniversityRie have ontributed through the runtime for Fortran 77D [30℄. They have alsobeen working on optimization of Java programs [19℄ and have advised on assoiatedruntime requirements.
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A Deliverable SoftwareWe intend to distribute the olleted papers and software from the projet as a CDROM. There are several software pakages urrently available at NPAC through thePCRC home page:http://www.npa.syr.edu/projets/prinluding The NPAC PCRC runtime kernel An HPF 2.0 front-end ,whih also inorporates a Java front-end A Fortran-to-Java translator. A Java interfae to MPI.Software developed by other members of PCRC is maintained at their respetive sites,aessible through the home page at the URL above. This software inludes Chaos library for irregular omputation from University of Maryland, Sage++/pC++ for high performane C++ from Indiana University, Meta-haos for interoperability of dierent runtime systems from University ofMaryland, and DAGH for adaptive mesh renement from University of Texas at Austin.
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B Projet-related PubliationsMost of these douments are available online from NPAC through the PCRC homepage:http://www.npa.syr.edu/projets/prAs mentioned in the previous setion, the olleted publiations from the projet willalso be available on a CD ROM.Referenes[1℄ Anurag Aharya, M.Ranganathan, and Joel Saltz. Sumatra: A language forresoure-aware mobile programs. In J. Vitek and C. Tshudin, editors, MobileObjet Systems, Leture Notes in Computer Siene. Springer-Verlag, 1997.[2℄ Anurag Aharya and Joel Saltz. A study of Internet round-trip delay. TehnialReport CS-TR 3736 and UMIACS-TR-96-97, University of Maryland, Depart-ment of Computer Siene and UMIACS, Deember 1996.[3℄ R. Agrawal, M. Mehta, and J. C. Shafer. SPRINT: A salable parallel lassierfor data mining. In 22nd International Conferene on Very Large Databases,Mumbai (Bombay), India, September 1996.[4℄ K. Alsabti and S. Ranka. Integer sorting algorithms for oarse-grained parallelmahines. To appear in HiPC 1997.[5℄ K. Alsabti, S. Ranka, and V. Singh. CLOUDS, a deision tree lassier forlarge datasets. In International onferene on KDD, New York, August 1998.Aepted as a plenary paper.[6℄ S. Bae and S. Ranka. PACK/UNPACK on oarse grained mahines. Journal ofParallel And Distributed Computing (Speial Issue on Compilation Tehniquesfor Distributed Memory Systems), pages 204{216, November 1996.[7℄ S. Bae and S. Ranka. Array ombining satter funtions on oarse-grained,distributed-memory parallel mahines. In International Parallel Proessing Sym-posium and Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Proessing, Orlando, Florida,Marh 1998. IEEE Computer Soiety Press.[8℄ S. Bae and S. Ranka. Vetor redution and prex on oarse-grained, distributed-memory parallel mahines. In International Parallel Proessing Symposium and39
Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Proessing, Orlando, Florida, Marh1998. IEEE Computer Soiety Press.[9℄ Seungjo Bae and Sanjay Ranka. npl ts: Implementation of HPFarray ombining satter funtions by using two-stage algorithm, 1997.http://www.npa.syr.edu/projets/pr/dos.html.[10℄ Mark Baker, Bryan Carpenter, Sung Hoon Ko, and Xinying Li. mpiJava: A Javainterfae to MPI. Submitted to First UKWorkshop on Java for High PerformaneNetwork Computing, Europar 1998.[11℄ Dwip Banerjee and J.C. Browne. Complete parallelization of omputation: In-tegration of data partitioning and funtional parallelism for dynami data stru-tures. In 10th International Parallel Proessing Symposium, pages 354{360, Hon-olulu, Hawaii, April 1996.[12℄ Dwip Banerjee and J.C. Browne. Optimal parallelism through integration of dataand ontrol parallelism: A ase study in omplete parallelization. In Workshopon Languages and Compilers for Parallel Computing, 1997.[13℄ A.J.C. Bik, F. Breg, and D.B. Gannon. Compiler support for Java parallelization.Compilers for Physis, 1998. To appear.[14℄ A.J.C. Bik and D.B. Gannon. Exploiting impliit parallelism in Java. Con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y: Pratie and Experiene, 9(6):579{619, 1997.[15℄ A.J.C. Bik and D.B. Gannon. A note on native level 1 BLAS in Java. Con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y: Pratie and Experiene, 9(11), November 1997.[16℄ A.J.C. Bik, J.E. Villa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es with loop paralleliza-tion in JAVAR. In 10th International Workshop on Languages and Compilersfor Parallel Computing, volume 1366 of Leture Notes in Computer S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ompiler. Con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y: Pra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e and Experien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